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ADAPTATION & RESOCIALIZATION
1. Once Shin leaves the camp, he has to adapt to multiple               

environments to survive. How did his beliefs and views of 
the world change when interacting with environments differ-
ent than his own? How does the information he gains from       
adapting to these environments reshape his reality? 

2. Shin calls the ten rules of the camp, “The Ten Command-
ments,” which is in reference to “The Ten Commandments” in          
Christianity. What similarities do they have socializing people? 
How do they differ?

3. Was there a time in your life when you had to resocialize, adjust 
your worldview and behaviors, when interacting with a new     
environment? Please give an example of what value, belief, or 
norm changed, how it changed, and why. 

EXILE & RELOCATION
4. How do people greet and treat Shin when they learn he has       

relocated from North Korea? Describe how and why people 
treated him differently depending on what country Shin was 
living in.

5. What regrets does Shin have of leaving Camp 14 and North     
Korea? How do these feelings change with time?

6. The author comments throughout the book on Shin’s timing 
and good fortune for escape and exile from North Korea. What 
events within North Korea aided in Shin’s escape and relocation?

TRAITORS & PATRIOTS
7. When does an action become a treasonous act? How can           

informed citizens think that someone is a patriot while others 
just as informed think that individual is a traitor?

8. Unlike most political prisoners who have a reason to hate       
and distrust their captors, Shin Don-hyuk has no context to 
understand his life. How do his actions reinforce the power of 
dictatorship? In what ways do North Korean leaders, or any 
leaders, depend on the complicity or ignorance of their subjects?

TORTURE & TERROR
9. One consequence of torture and terror was that Shin trusted 

no one and informed on everyone, including his mother. What 
mechanisms did the camp guards use to increase terror and    
compliance among the prisoners? What events and actions     
created Shin’s ability to trust, maybe for the first time?

10. Why was Shin confused and more terror stricken after he             
informed on his mother’s escape plans? Discuss why Shin was    
angry and relieved, rather than guilty, about informing on his 
mother and brother as he witnessed their executions.

11. Unpredictable torture and total control make the appeal of 
suicide overwhelming. How does the NKNSA deal with this 
problem within Camp 14? Why did Shin never seriously                 
consider suicide?

POWER & CONTROL
12. Blaine Harden suggests that Shin’s story is different from Nazi  

concentration camp survivor Elie Weisel’s experience because  
Shin “had no hope to lose, no past to mourn, no pride to defend.” 
What is the difference between losing hope and never having 
hope in the first place? How does the act of control deprive 
individuals of hope? How does a lack of hope help the powerful 
continue to rule over individuals?

13. Blaine Harden admits that Shin initially lied about his             
connection with his mother and brother’s execution. How else 
does Shin control the story? Does it matter whether or not parts 
of this work are fiction? How are readers influenced by Harden’s 
interpretation and Shin’s selective memory?

14. Shin and his fellow prisoners were denied access to information 
as a means of control. How does the censorship of information 
limit a nation? On the other hand, when Shin was confronted 
with new and vast information upon his escape, what could have 
been the best way to integrate that information into his reality?

SOCIALIZATION
15. Socialization is defined as the process by which people learn the 

norms (rules of behavior), values (what is good/bad, honorable/ 
dishonorable, beautiful/ugly, etc), beliefs, and language of culture. 
Thinking about Shin’s upbringings, describe how he was social-
ized into the culture of the camp? How did he learn norms and 
values? How did you learn the norms and values of your culture?

16. A caste system is a type of stratification system. Birth determines 
one’s destiny with little or no social mobility. Caste members 
MUST only perform certain occupational tasks, marry in their 
own caste and generally maintain social and geographic distance 
from members of other castes. Describe life in Camp 14 in terms 
of the characteristics of a caste system. Describe how your social 
system may be different than a caste system.
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